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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this article is to construct the moduli scheme of subrings of 
finite colength of a fixed local ring and to study some geometry of the 
moduli scheme. 
The question “How many isolated singularities can be normalized to a 
fixed normal singularity. 9” leads us to the construction of the moduli scheme 
of subrings of a local ring (Section 1). We show that the set of all subrings of 
an Artinian local ring A with fixed colength d has a projective scheme 
structure by the representability of a certain functor F$ (cf. Definition 2). In 
the category of complex analytic spaces, Wiegmann and Wolflhardt [4] 
proved the representability of the functor by using Douady’s theory. Our 
result is in the category of Noetherian k-schemes, where k is an algebraically 
closed field of arbitrary characteristic. If a local ring A is not Artinian, Fi is 
not representable by a k-scheme (cf. Remark (ii)). However, the restriction 
of G on the category of reduced Noetherian k-schemes is representable by a 
reduced projective scheme (cf. Remark (i)). Section 1 also contains examples 
of such schemes. 
It will be important to look over the geometric structure of the moduli 
scheme. In the second section we will see that the moduli scheme of the 
subrings of a local ring A of colength d is connected. Our method of the 
proof of the connectedness of the moduli scheme will give also an elementary 
proof of the connectedness of HilbdA, which was proved elegantly by 
Fogarty [2], by means of his theory of fixed point schemes. 
In the third section we will devote ourselves to the study of the structure 
of the moduli schemes of subrings of the formal power series ring of one 
variable. To this end, we will introduce a subfunctor F” of F&,, 
corresponding to a subsemigroup H of N which has d gaps. If we denote the 
representing scheme of FH by TH, then {] TNI} gives a stratification of our 
moduli scheme and each stratum / THj turns out to be an affine scheme. Also 
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we see that if a stratum is non-singular, thenit is isomorphic toan affine 
space. More precisely, if there xists a subalgebra ofmonomial type of 
k[ \x]] whose corresponding point in TH is non-singular, then T,, is 
isomorphic toan affine space. Finally we will show the examples of Tii’s 
which are singular nd non-singular, respectively. 
Throughout this paper, we fix an algebraically c osed feld k of arbitrary 
characteristic. By a k-scheme we mean a Noetherian k-scheme. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF MODULI SCHEME OF THE SUERINGS 
OF A RING 
Let .4 be a Noetherian k-algebra and d be a positive integer. 
DEFINITION 1. Let S be a k-scheme. We call an q+ubalgebra P of 
A [$;x:k es a dominated family in A of colength d on S, if the quotient 
(A ‘x:k pq)/fi is a locally free s-module ofrank d. 
DEFINITION 2. For any k-scheme S. define F:(S) to be the set of all 
dominated families inA of colength d on S. For a k-morphism f:S -+ 9. 
define Fd(f) as a map which maps a family belonging toF:(S’) to its pull-- 
back family in c(S). Note that Fi becomes acontravariant fu ctor f om the 
category ofk-schemes tothe category ofsets. 
THEOREM 1. If A is an Artinian k-algebra, then Fi is representable by a 
projecrive scheme over k. 
Proof. Before proving the theorem we mention some results which are 
useful in our proof. 
LE!vl?vlA ! (cf. (3 1). F ix a k-scheme T, a locally free sheaf Y Of J?nife 
rank and an integer d > 0. For a focally Noetherian T-scheme S, deJ4ne 
Gf,(S) to be the set of all subsheaves E of V gf17 fis uch that he quotient 
(Vet, ps)/E is a locally free es’,-module OJ~ rank d. For a T-morphism f:
S + S’, define Gdy(f) to be the map which maps a sheaf belonging toG$(S’;t 
to its pull-back sheaf in G;.(S). Then G$ is a contravariant,functor rom he
category oflocally Noetherian T-schemes to the category ofsels. a& is 
representable by a projective scheme over T. 
We denote the scheme of Lemma 1 by Grassd(v). 
LEMMA 2. Let S be a k-scheme, R be a flat fs-algebra andK be an .<$- 
submodule ofR such that he quotient R/K is locally free s-module ofpnite 
rank. Let (Jn)ne,, bethe collection of qs,-ideals such that K 3 (flJ.i,) s a
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subalgebra of R 0 (@s/J,) for every a. Then, tf we put I = fl,,,, J,, 
K @ (@s/I) isa subalgebra of R @ (@s/I). 
Proof Let U be the quotient R/K. Since U is flat over es, U @& J, c U 
for any CX. We claim that 
f-l @JO6 J,) = UCbsI. (1) 
aeA 
As the problem is local with respect to S, we may assume that U is a free 
FY,-module. Let fr ,..., fd be a free basis of U over es, then any element of
(J (U @ J,) has a presentation Ct=rfi gg in U, where gg E J, . By the 
uniqueness of the presentation, all gg (a E A) coincide for each iand then 
belong to 1, Thus the right-hand si e includes the left, and the converse is
trivial. Now, for any elements X, yin K @ (es/I) there is the product x y in 
R @ (OS/l). Theimage of x . y in U 0 (@s/I) issent o zero by the canonical 
surjection U @ (@s/I) + U@ (@s/J,), since the image of x . y in R 0 (@s/J,) 
lies in K @ (@s/J,) by the assumption. Using the above quation (l), 
x. y=O in U@ (@s/I), so x. y is contained in K @ (es/I). Similarly we 
observe that aunit element ofR 0 (@J1) is contained in K 0 (@s/I). Q.E.D. 
We denote GrassdA simply by G, and the universal f mily onG by K. 
Applying Lemma 2 to G we get the maximum closed subscheme Z of G 
satisfying thatK @8G @z is a subalgebra of A Ok @!. We will show that Z is 
our required representing scheme. Since Fz is a subfunctor of G$, it is 
sufficient to show that an element f E G?(S) = Horn& G) belongs tothe 
subset (S) if and only if : S -+ G factors through Z.If factors through 
Z, then, by the definition of Z,the corresponding sheaf off is a subalgebra 
of A Ok @s of colength d. Conversely, if EF;(S), the pull-back K OeG b, 
of K by f is a subalgebra of A Ok & of colength d. Let S’ be the scheme 
theoretic image off; then K @JPe P8,. isa subalgebra of A Ok es,. Again by 
the definition of Z,S’ c Z. This completes heproof of Theorem 1. 
DEFINITION 3. The representing scheme of Theorem 1 is called the 
territory of A of colength d and is denoted byTerdA. 
PROPOSITION 1. For a geometric point B of TerdA, the tangent space 
T TerdA,B is isomorphic to Der,(B, A/B). 
Proof We know that TTerdA,B = {first order dominated deformations of B 
in A of colength d}. We can easily check that he right-hand si e is 
isomorphic to Der,(B, A/B) (cf. the proof of Theorem 1of [l]). 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that A is a Noetherian k-algebra andlet Ibe an 
ideal of A such that he quotient A/Iis an Artinian k-algebra. For any k- 
scheme S, define F:,‘(S) asthe set of all dominated families in A on S of 
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c&ngth d which contain I. Then G*’ is a co~~ra~a~ia~t func or from the 
category of k-schemes to the category of Sets, an is ~e~rese~t~~l~ by 
TerdA/I. 
EFINPTIQN 4. Especially for alocal k-algebra A with the maximal 
and the residue field k,Fa,“’ is denoted byFi*’ and its represe 
scheme is written as Terdq’A. 
$ROPOSITIQN 2. The reduced structure qfaSehd”A does not depend on r,) 
ly r > 2d. 
ProoJ Since F$2d is a subfunctor of F:*’ for P> 2d, there is a canonical 
immersion Terdyzd A (; Ter d3rA Considering that both are finite . e k- 
schemes, it suffices to show that every k-valued poi 
comes from the left. For a k-valued point 
={nEN/M”/M”+‘= (M” n B)/(M”” n is a subsemi- 
group of N with gap number >d, the conductor c of 
This implies the inclusion M2dcB, which sho 
Terd,2d A. 
e~ark (i). The reduced scheme in 2, call it terdA, isthe 
r~present~~~ scheme of the functor FAdred, restriction of d”,” ont 
subcategory consisting of reduced k-s&e 
emark (ii). Unfortunately here isnot necessarily a number N > 6) such 
at TerdJA = TerdTSA asschemes, for 
bitrary positive integer n and 
x”“IIIW> h w ere x and E are ind 
@ F$‘xll(k[.z]/(P)). Thisexample is 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be any local k-algebra with the maximai ideal an 
the residue field k.Then ter’A = Grass”(M/M’). 
EXAiklPLE 2. For the formal power series rig of one variable k[[x]], 
ter’k[[x]] = ip’, ter3k[[x]] = Ip* U C, where C i 
curve which contacts to ip2 in a projective l n . A typical model on Pz - C 
is k[ [x3, x4]], on (ip’r? C)- {vertex ofC} is k[[x”, x5, x7]], on C - P” is 
k[ [x2, x7]] and on the vertex ofC is k[ [.x4, x5, x6> x7]]. 
2. THE CONNECTEDNESS OF terd A 
Let A be a Noetherian k-algebra with the maximal ideal 
field k.TQ study the underlying space of terdA9 wemay 
Artinian by Proposition 2. 
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DEFINITION 5. For an element x EA, we say deg x= r if x E M’ and 
X6LM'+'. For a k-subspace E of A, define the degree ofE as follows; 
deg E = max 2 degxi, IXI,...,Xnl i=l 
where {xi ,..., xX}varies all bases of E. 
(This is well defined because there is a number N such that MN = 0.) 
DEFINITION 6. Let E be a k-subspace of A. The basis {xi ,..., xn}of E is 
said to be normal if any f E E with deg f> deg Xi for some i is contained in 
the subspace spanned by{xj 1deg xj > deg xi}. 
The following proposition tells u that every k-subspace E of A has a 
normal basis. 
PROPOSITION 3. A basis {x1,..., x, ] ofE is normal if and only if deg E = 
xi deg xi. 
Proof: We may assume that deg xi & deg xi+, for 1< i ,< n- 1. First, we 
show the only if statement. Let{xi,..., x’,}be another basis of E with 
deg xi < deg xi+ ifor 1< i ,< n- 1. Suppose there exists a number isuch that 
deg xi < deg xi ; then (n - i + 1)-elements xi,..., x’, are contained in the 
subspace g nerated by (n - i)-elements xi+,..,, x .This is a contradiction. 
So for any i, deg xi > deg xi. To prove the if statement, take an elementf o
E satisfying deg f> deg xi. Assume fis represented by a linear combination 
C ajxj, aj E k, and there is a number h <*i satisfying ah z 0. Then 
IX 1,***f xh-1, f x,, + 1 ,-**, , x,}forms another basis of E and the sum of degrees 
of this basis is bigger than that of {xi,..., x,].This is a contradiction. So 
aj=O forj= 1, 2 ,..., i  
PROPOSITION 4. Let E’ c E be k-subspaces of A. If {x,,..., x,} is a 
normal basis of E’, then there exist x,+, ..., x, E E such that (x, ..., xr ..., x,} 
is a normal basis of E. 
ProoJ Take an element x’of E linearly independent of {x, ..., x,}, and 
an element f of E with deg(x’ +f) = maxfCsE, deg(x’ +f). Define 
X r+1 = x’ + f: Then we can easily check that {x, ..., x,x,+ 1} is a normal 
basis of E’@k.x,+,. By continuing this procedure we shall finally get a
normal basis of E. 
DEFINITION 7. We say that ak-subspace E ofA has maximum degree if
for any k-subspace E’ of same dimension as E, deg E’ < deg E. 
Remark (iii). If E has maximum degree, then we have that 
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E=E,@M h+l for some integer h, where E, is generate 
degree h.
~~~~~ (iv). When E has maximum degree, then by (iii) E is an ideal 
of A and a fortiori is closed under the rnnlti~~~~a~~o~ of A, andt 
~-s~ba$gebra of A. 
Let E, E’ be vector su 
rn~~t~p~~~~t~vely clos d.Ifthere is a ~~rn~na~~~ farn~~~ 8 cA ok @Q of 
colength d, such that ZO = k @ E and 8’r = k @ E’ for 0, 1 E Ai, we write 
E-E’. 
?hxmEM 2. Let E, E’ be k-subspaces oj suck that k@ E is a ClQ~ed 
coast @Ter* A and E’ has maximum degree and the same dimension as I?. 
Then there exists a family {Ei}i=o,,,...,S of k 
m~~t~~~icative~y closedand Ei - Ej+l for i = 
E, = E’. 
~~~5~ Decompose E’ = E;, @ Mhf ’ as in 
where J=EniW+l. NOW put I,=InE;, 
(x I,“.., x~}of I,. Then by Proposition 4 we have n 
xi ,... 2 XL} {x1 ).-., xp y13 .. y,} of EL, I, respectively. theother hand if 
~%+1 )“*Y xp+rl is a normal basis of J, then ag 
normal basis ix,,, ,..., x~+~, x;+r ,..., XL]of Mh+rS Then 
For t E k, put 8: = ((1 - t) y, 
the vector space spanned by*. 
8’: is closed under multiplic 
((I - t)yl + txg . R c (1 - t) y 
m~lt~~licatively closed, (1- t) 
we see that degf > deg yr. 
e second, note that 
>degx;>...>degx,+,. 
Ix*+ 1Y*‘*Y xp+i-9 x;+ 1>*-*, xl) is a normal basis of 
subspace (x,+ 1,..., xp+r )which is contained in R, a 
is shown similarly to the second. Prom Sj we have a nominated family of 
colength d on A’. 
Now let El be ai; then EN E,. Next, put 67: = ((1 - 1)y, -+ tx;,_., 1 
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y3 ,..., y,)0 I, 0 JO (x:) and E, = 8:; then this also gives a dominated 
family connecting E, and E,. Repeating this procedure s times, wecan 
observe that E, = E’. 
COROLLARY 2. For any Noetherian local k-algebra A with the residue 
field k, terd A is connected. More precisely, an  two points of terdA pre 
connected by finite lines. 
COROLLARY 3. For any Noetherian local k-algebra A with the residue 
field k, Hilbd A is connected. More precisely, an  two points ofHilbd A are 
connected by finite lines. 
Proof. Noting that amaximum degree space E’ is an ideal of A, we can 
see the connectedness of Hilbd A by just he same method as Theorem 2. 
Remark (v). By Theorem 2the set {k @ E j E has the maximum degree 
and dim, A/(k @ E) = d} is placed at in-some-meaning central position of 
terdA (for instance, s eExample 2; the vertex isthis et). This is a closed 
subset ofterdA and its reduced structure is isomorphic to agrassmannian 
variety. 
3. A STRATIFICATION OF THE MODULI OF SUBRINGS OF k[[x]] 
In this ection, we consider the formal power series ring of one variable 
k[ [xl]. For simplicity, we denote k[[xl] by A. We call a subsemigroup H of
R\l a “semigroup” if #(N -H) < co, where N is the additive semigroup 
consisting of all natural numbers and zero. An element ofN - H will be 
called a gap of H. 
DEFINITION 9. Let M’ c R Ok @s be a dominated family in a local k- 
algebra R of colength d on a k-scheme S. Denote the subset 
{GE N I W”0,4)/(~n+‘0,~sp,) = ((M”ok~~)nvpp)/((Mn+‘ok~ps)n~)} 
by H,, where M is the maximal ideal ofR. 
Note that Hd is a semigroup offinite gaps, however, the number of its 
gaps is not necessarily d even if R is isomorphic to A (cf. Remark (ii)). 
DEFINITION 10. Let H be a semigroup with dgaps and R be a local k- 
algebra. For a k-scheme S,define F:(S) to be the set of all dominated 
families &’ c R Ok es of colength d with H& = H. For a k-morphism 
f: S + S’ define F:(f): Fz(S’) -+F:(S) to be the map which maps a family 
belonging to Fg(S’) to its pull-back family inF:(S). 
Note that Fg is a subfunctor of Five, where cis the conductor of H. 
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THEQREM 3. For the formal power series ring of one uar-iable A, iFT is 
representable by anaffine scheme over k. 
Proof. Let M be the maximal ideal of A and c the conductor fH. 
Write A’ instead ofA/M’. Since F: = 3’2,) the Fe~Fese~tability 
of F;,. We have closed immersions, Terd A’ c* Grassd 
p is the Plucker embedding with respect tothe basis {
b=c--d--l, and Hn{l,2 ,..., c- l)=jh,,h,,...,h 
enote the homogeneous coodinates of ip” by 
the locally closed subscheme Z of PN defined 
Xii.i?,..Jb =O for (iI, i, ..., ib)< (h,, h2,.a.s hb)iexic 
that he intersection scheme Z n Terd A’ is our desired scheme. 
that his is an afflne scheme, since Z is isomorphic toan affine space. It 
suffices to show that f E Hom(S, Terd A’) = I$,(Q belongs to t 
FZJS) if and only if ‘ factors through Z n Terd A’. The only if 
follows from the fact hat any dominated family in 6;:,(S) isfree 
generated by xhl t- fi ,‘.-, xhb+ fh3 where f;: E S(S, @ss>[x]/(x”> and o
for each i. To show the if part, assume that f: S -+ Terd A’ factor 
ZR Terd A’. Let M’ be the dominated family on S of c~lem~tb 
corresponds to f. For any closed point sE S, there xists a ~~i~~ou~~o~~ hi
of s so that .d ju is a free @,-module. We will show that here are free 
generators of & lCi over ~9” of the type xpli +fi (i = I,..., b) where 
-6 ET7 q,J[~1/(.4 and ord, fi > h, for each i. 
.d @c;s DC(S) isgenerated byxhi + 5 (i = 1, 2,..., b) over k, where f E A’ 
we may say that ~2 lU is venerated by gi -t x*1 
re fig i E T(U, @U>[x]/(xc> with ord,,J; > hi and 
w h ere gij is in the maximal ideal of s in d,,. 
that there xists g, which is not zero in r(U5 @L,>[x]/(xc>e 
bomomor~~~ism 




induced from poqof Iu: u-+ IP$,,~~,,,,,~~ maps the coordinate function 
x /II,..., j , ., hi-l,hi+i ,,..,hb 
X hl....,hb 
to g, which is not zero, pO qOf lu does not factor through Z. is is a 
contradiction, so all g, must be zero. Now we get free generators f -PaiL7 of 
desired type. The result that &’ lU belongs to F:,(U) for ~ei~bbourboods U of 
any points of S shows that ~8’ E F;,(S). This completes the proof. 
~EFINITEON 11. Denote the representing scheme of Ff by TH 
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Note that TH is a locally closed subscheme ofTerdss A for any s > c. 
Remark (vi). Let Vd be the set of all semigroups with dgaps. Then there 
is a map !Pz TerdVs A -+ Vd defined by Y(B) = Hs for a closed point B of 
TerdqSA and any s > 2d. When we introduce an order on vd as lexicographic 
order, Y becomes an upper semicontinuous map.So this defines a 
stratification of Terd,s A (s > 2d) and of terdA, whose strata are 
1 TH / H E Vd, where I* 1 denotes the underlying space of *. 
In the following, we will study the structure of T,. The ambient al&e 
space pxNh,,... hb of TH is too big to treat. Sowe will project Pgh,,,,. hb to a
smaller affine space A” which again contains TH. 
Henceforth we fix asemigroup H with dgaps and the conductor c. 
DEFINITION 12. A polynomial f = Ciae a$ on x with ai E T(S, OS) is 
called tobe of standard type of order e with respect to H if a, = 1 and ai = 0 
for iE H, i > e, where S is a k-scheme. 
Remark (viii). Let z2 c A Ok @s be a dominated family of colength d 
with H& = H. If two sections f, g of ~2 are of standard type of the same 
order, then f= g. In fact, if # g, then f- g = xi aixi with ai = 0 for all 
i E H, which is not contained in x?‘. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let e 1 ,..., e, be the part of the minimal basis of H such 
that e; < c for i = 1, 2,..., r  IfJ? be the universal family of the functor F&xCI 
on TH, then T(T,, 2) is written by the form T(T,, @&,)[f, ,...,J;], wherex E
rvI2, %f>Ml( xc > are of standard type of order e, for i = l,..., r. 
ProoJ By linear transformations of generators f T(T,, 2) as a 
T(T,, @&)-module, w  can replace a generator of order e, by the polynomial 
of standard type of the same order. 
PROPOSITION 6. If x. in Proposition 5 isrepresented by the form xei +
Cj~H,j>eidij~ with E,E T(T,, &) for each i, then {Eij} define a closed 
immersion p: T,(5An, where n=#Ui{(i,j)lj isa gap ofH andj>ej}. 
And p is the restriction on TH of a projection lP$h,3,,,,hb -+ A” of some coor- 
dinates. 
ProoJ The last statement is clear. Let {ajj} bethe corresponding coor- 
dinates ofA” to {aij}. Since 2 is the universal f mily onT,, (~3~~) generate 
a k-algebra T(T,,fip,,). Thusthe homomorphism p*: k[..., ai ,...] + 
T(T,, a,,) induced from pis surjective and so p is a closed immersion. 
Let Z be the kernel of,p*. Our next investigation is to find out generators 
of I and translate their nformations ntogeometric ones. 
THEOREM 4. Following three statements are equivalent, 
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(i) there xists a no~-~~~gu~ar point f$ TH whose representing ~~b~~~g 
of A is isomorphic to a ~~br~ng generates by~rn~~~rn~~~~~ 
(ii) a, is non-singular, 
(iii) TH is isomorphic to an aSfine space. 
efore proving the theorem weprepare a !emma. 
a;X, + Qr’(A~-,) i= I,&..., s,, 
jcAr-Ar-l 
where ‘“(Ak-J is a polynomial on Xj (j E .Akwl) whose ~~~~rn~~ lotd 
degree is greater than one. Then, if V is ~on-si~~~~~r at the origin of/a”, V is 
isomorphic to an uffne space. 
~~~0~ First, we ciaim that if the matrix of~~e~~~e~ts of Iin term-~ in 
the above generators has full rank S= CT=, Si, thea V is isomo c tcs the 
afine space AN-S, We will show it by th nduction s. For s = 1, the 
subscheme d fined by F = sEA,-L40 ajXj J is ~sornor~~~~ to AN--’ by 
the projection IAN-+ .ANS1 which maps int (Xl ,s..9 Xv)to a 
1 T*‘*> xj- 1f xj+ 1 f--*, X,), wherejE4, -A, d aj+fl For 3 
that our claim is true for s- 1. We may s~~~~~~ P = Xjtkjj + 
where j(kif E Ak - Ak-, , j(ki) # j(k’i’) if(ki) J: (Pi’). Let p: AN 
rejection which maps a point (X1,..., X,,j) toa point (Xl,..., X’i(rs,) -i3 
xj(rsi) +13-7 XN>. By the restrictian of p, V is is~~~~~bi~ to the s~b$~~ern~ V’ 
of A’-’ defined bythe ideal generated by (S - ~~-f~~~tio~s F”,..., F’SrgS~+T 
F’ ,*.. li F”‘-‘, whose matrix of ~o~~~~ents of aides ter s- I* 
y the assumption of the induction, V’ isisornQ~~~~ to k’-‘. 
In general case, bylinear t~~sfo~matio~~ of ge~er~tor§, we may ~s~~rn~ 
that he ideal is generated by F’” (i = I,..,, t >, 
(i = 1, .. tr) and Q, , Q2 ,.‘., Q, where lj < sj, 
whose minimal total degree isgreater than one 
sf linear terms in F” (i = 1, .. t>,.*., E” (i= I,,.., t,)has full r2u-3~ & = 
By the previous disc~ss~ff~, we seethat he s~~s~~erne W deemed by F” 
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(i = l,..., ti) ,..., pri(i = I,..., tr)is isomorphic to AN--l, and V is defined by
Q , ,***, Q, in W. The hypothesis of the proposition implies that dim Tv,O =
dim,(V), where T,,, is the tangent space of V at the origin. Thematrix of 
coefficients of linear terms of generators defining V shows us that 
dim T y,O =N - t. Thus we have that dim,(V) = N - t. By the irreducibility 
of W, we get V= W-IAN-‘. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We have only to check (i) + (iii). It suflices to 
show that he ideal I of TH in A” is generated by functions f the type of 
Lemma 3. For an element a = (ai, a2,..., a,) E n\l’, we denote C;=i aiei by 
/a]. We call the equation ] al = ]p] with a #/3 a relation in H. Put I 
A = xei + 2 a,xj (i = l,..., r) and S? =T(A”, 8$,n)[fi,...,f,]; then there isthe 
canonical surjection AS? + 2 and fi corresponds to Ti for each i. For 
a = (a1 ,..., q) denote ni=i fyi by f”. If we write f” = 
xla’ + Cn>lA,a,+nx’a’+nY A,,,+, E r(A”, &,), then, by the xpansion off a, 
we can check that 
A ~a~+n= i aiaiei+n + Qa,iaifn, 
i=l 
(1) 
where Qa,,a,+n is a polynomial on a,ei+n, (1 < i < r, n’ < n) of minimal total 
degree greater than one with coefficients n k. For the lements hi (i = l,..., b) 
of H which are smaller than c, we fix elements sCi) (i = l,..., b) of [N’ such 
that ]sCi)J = hi. Write f & = xhi + Cna i ELi+ .xhit “.By linear t ansformations 
off aby f “l),..., f ‘(b1, we get asectionp of d which is of standard type of 
order 1 aI. More precisely, if {h , h,, 1,..., hb}is the set of elements of H which 
are greater than Ial and smaller than c, we can write 
~=fa-Ah,fE(‘)-(Ah,+l-Efil+,Ah,)f~(f+”-.. -( )f~‘~)  (2) 
Denotep by xl=’ + J$>,rr,,g~H~8xg, then wehave that 
A”=AAg-AhtE:-(Ahr+,-E;,+IAh,)E;+l- . . -(Ah, . ..)I$ 
=A,-R,, 
(3) 
where h, is the maximum element of H such that h, < g and R, is a 
polynomial on Ahj (t < i < s), Ejhi (t< i, j< s) and Ei (t <j < s) of minimal 
total degree greater than one. Substituting (1) into (3), we get he quation 
A”,= c oioiei+p + Qa,g, where g= ]a] +p, Q,,g is a polynomial on Uiei+. 
(1 < i < r, IZ (p) of minimal total degree greater than one. Here if there is a 
relation ]a]= I/3] w ose h value is smaller than the conductor c, then two 
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~Qlyn~rniaI$ jTa, J”of standard type of order /(xi = \/31, which are obt~~~e~ 
from .,Ps f B, respectively, must coincide on TN (cf. emark (viii)) P’herefore 
Let Iapfi bethe ideal generated by the fn~~t~o~s in (4). Put I’ = ,Y’&, =iB, Ia,BY 
where la/ = i/31 varies the relations whose value is smaller than c, then I’ c I. 
We claim that I’ = I. Let T’ be the snbsche~~ ofA” defined byI’. Then 
there is a closed immersion I:Tf CJ TH. enote ,d CZJ~~~,,@~ 
images of fi under the canonical surjection fr mA’ to ~8’ 
that al’ E I@ A,(xCj(T) will give the inverse morphism of I, 
tabihty ofFz,o+.). It is sufficient to show that any polyno 
written i the form Cp=r BJ@), where Pi E r(T’, C?!,>S 
M = E(‘) wehave nothing todo. If (r f so), then /01\= j~(“1 is 
value is less than c. By (2) and the e~uat~~~ ji,, = $f”‘, 
written bythe linear combination on Jf’E(i) overT(T’, @,,>. Now we get he 
equation I’ =I* 
Let g1 < g, < .. < g, be all gaps of 
a<i<r and n < &,I) for 
~~=~(i~ej~~)lej*~~~, l<i<rrj. Note that, in(4),p=g--\j~lj is a 
gap, so we see that Iis generated by the functions f the hype inn Lemma 3 
with respect to {A,). 
COROLLARY 4. If either there is no ~elatiQ~ in H click is less taco t 
~s~~~~p~~c to an aJ%e space. 
ProaS. lin the former case, the ideal I of TH in An equals zero ideal. In 
the Hatter ease, ifthe basic relation /a!/ = [,&I is ler than the CQndn~tQr~ we 
see bkat I= Ia& whose generators has full-ra matrix of linear terms. 
COROLLARY 5. If H is generated bytwo ~~t@~ers~ then TH is isso 
to im af$ne space. 
Pr+oojI ‘ f H is generated by two integers, then te reIatiQ~$ of H are 
generated by one relation. 
EXAMPLE 2”. Let (*> mean the sern~gr~~~s ~e~ated 
H, = (2, 5), II, = (3,4,5); then THI z A’, T,, = (one point] an
admits he strat~~~ation {T,,,TH2). 
Next3 we will ook over the stratification of er3k[[xi] (cf. ~xarn~~~ 2) 
Pus 3 = (I&7>, I& = (3,4), II, = (3,5,7) and H, = (4 5,4,7). 
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Then T,,=C-IP 2 =I+‘, T,,= P2 - C 1: A2, T,, = P2 n C - (the vertex 
of C] ‘v A’, T,, = {the vertex ofC) and ter3 k[[xl] admits the strati~cation 
~TH3...., T,,]. 
EXAMPLE 3. W= (9, 12, 1.5, 25, 28, 31, 35, 38, 41) has the conductor 
33. We put e, = 9, e2 = 12, e3 = 15; then there are only three relations of H,
2e, = e, + e3, 3e, = e, + e3, 2e, f e, = 2e,, whose values are less than 33. 
We can check that he ideal 1 of Tff is generated by six functions a dthat 
the rank of the matrix of linear terms is 5. We shall see that TH is 
isomorphic to an irreducible hyp rsurface of d gree 2 in an affine space, 
which is singular. 
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